An Exploratory Study of the Language-learning Style Preferences of Iranian EFL High School Students
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Abstract
This study explored the learning style preferences of 40 Iranian students at Marefat Iranian high school in Kuala Lumpur of which, 20 are females and 20 are males. To this end, this study used structured interview to elicit in-depth information from the students. The results of the study showed that learning style preferences of Iranian students were different according to their gender. Female students preferred auditory learning as their major learning style, while male students preferred kinesthetic more. Moreover, the findings revealed that Kinesthetic learning was the least preferred learning style of the most female students, whereas the least preferred learning style of male students was tactile learning.
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1. Introduction
Learning process can be obtained, held and attained through different styles. Understanding these styles is important in a learning process. Every learning style raises the success rate of each student especially when it matches with individual need. Different researchers gave different definitions of learning style (LS). Reid (1995) defines learning style as an individual’s habitual, natural and desired way of receiving, processing, and keeping new data. According to Oxford (2003), learning style is the general approaches like visual or auditory that people use in learning a new language or any other subjects.

Learning style is generally conceived as faiths, preferences and manners used by individuals to help their learning under the classroom or environmental conditions (Borich and Tombari 1997; Hohn 1995). According to Brown (2000) “learning styles serve as relatively stable indicators of how learners perceive, interact with, and respond to the learning environment” (p. 114).

According to Dunn and Dunn (1992), learning style is defined as the way that forces learners to concentrate, absorb and retain new and difficult information. Lay Cock (1978, p. 45) explains learning style as “an individual characteristic way of responding to certain variables in the instructional environment”. Kalsbeek (1989) believed that “learning style can be understood as a person's preferred approach to information processing, idea formation and decision making” (p. 2).

The vital concept for each student to succeed in his/her study is learning style. Many previous studies have been confirmed that an influential learning is obtained through various learning styles and learners who have the ability to use those different learning styles, their learning outcome is high (Keefe, 1982; Felder, 1995; Reid, 1987, Reid, 1998; Claxton and Murell, 1985; Riazi and Riasati, 2007; Mulalic, Mohd Shah and Ahmad, 2009; Bidabad and Yamat, 2010; Vaseghi, Ramezani and Gholami, 2012; Vaseghi, Barjesteh, and Shakib, 2013). If the students know their learning styles and grasp their own learning preferences, then they would be able to perform well in class learning styles and preferences vary for each of us and in different situations. For instance, some students like to learn by verbal explanation, whereas the others like to learn by reading textbooks (Riazi and Riasati 2007). Moreover, learners learn and grasp effectively in various ways. They learn either orally or in writing or learn visually through graphs and figures. Generally, Learning styles as Keefe (1982) pointed out refer to the cognitive, emotional, and psychological behaviors which are related to learners’ understanding, feeling and interacting with their learning environment. In a similar vein, Oxford (2003) aptly stated that using various learning styles as general approaches would not only help acquire a new language but also help learn any other subjects.

According to Keefe (1979, p. 4), learning styles is an “affective, cognitive, and physiological traits that are relatively stable indicators of how learner perceive, interact with, and respond to the learning environment”. It means that students...
would respond to what they learn on the basis of communication which helps them to understand and use the knowledge based on their physical and mental capability to receive the knowledge. This means that each learner has his/her own learning style preferences. Dunn and Griggs (1998) defined learning style as the attitude, favorites, and conducts that learners utilize in their learning. Moreover, according to them, the learning methods might have a lot or a bit of differences.

English in Iran used and taught as a foreign language that is significant for educational, scientific, and socio-cultural reasons (Rashidi, 1995). Teaching English in Iranian public schools starts from the first grade of middle school until the end of secondary school and students have the opportunity to study the language around three hours class per week.

1.1 Statement of the Problem

Iranian English learners have difficulties in learning English as a foreign language because they learn English in a country in which the native language is Persian. According to Bidabadi and Yamat (2010, p. 220), in Iran, “learners’ learning styles have been ignored and have been seen as an insignificant component in the learning process among Iranian EFL learners”. Furthermore, Riazi and Riasati (2007) stated that Iranian learners have two reasons to be passive English learners. The findings of their study showed that the students felt that their English language skills are improving by doing the communicative approach in group work. The study found that learners preferred a communicative approach. Nevertheless, Iranian EFL learners particularly those who are freshmen, are still observed to be passive learners of English. They might be not aware of their learning styles and perhaps there is a mismatch between learners’ learning styles and teaching styles at higher institutions. Another problem discovered in this area is there are few studies conducted on Iranian learners’ learning styles particularly in high school levels.

1.2 Research Objectives

The purpose of this study is to explore the most and least preferred learning styles of male and female students at Marefat Iranian EFL high school. Moreover, this study determines the reasons for utilizing the most preferred and least preferred learning styles of male and female students at Marefat Iranian EFL high school.

1.3 Research Questions

This study aims at seeking the answers to the following research questions:

1. What is the most and the least preferred learning style of male and female students at Marefat Iranian EFL high school?
2. What are the reasons for utilizing the most preferred and least preferred learning styles of male and female students at Marefat Iranian EFL high school?

2. Literature Review

Skinner (1974) state that learning is any change in behavior. Learning is “the process whereby knowledge is created through the transformation of experience” (Kolb 1984, p. 41). According to Sims and Sims (1995) “learning happens when one adopts newly or modifies existing behavior patterns in a way that has some influence on future performance or attitude”. Thus, learning is a “relatively permanent change in performance by an individual” (Harasyn, Leong, Lucier, & Lorsheider 1995, p. 56).

The ways that an individual usually attains, holds, and recovers information are defined as the individual’s learning style. According to Felder & Henriques (1995), learning styles and its effect on student performance have been extensively researched time and time again in the educational research literature, specifically in the context of differences in student learning styles by Felder and Brent (2005). Furthermore, they argued that many learning style assessment instruments have been developed in the past five decades. In recent years, there has been a shift from an instructional paradigm to a learner-oriented approach towards language learning/teaching thus, understanding the way people learn is of crucial importance and is the key to educational improvement.

According to Reid (1987), learning styles or learning preferences are the different ways of how a learner acquires, retains and retrieves information. There are growing evidences in literature demonstrating that learning styles are one of the components of language learning procedures (e.g., Cohen 2003; Ehrman, Leaver & Oxford 2003; Oxford 1999; Oxford, Ehrman & Lavine 1991). Kang (1999, p. 1) states that “learning styles are internally based characteristics of individuals for the intake or understanding of new information”. In addition, Dörnyei (2005) reports that the meaning of learning style (LS) is an individual approach to learning, a customary way the individual perceives, and interacts with the learning environment and responds to it.

Some personality characteristics have been associated with successful language learning and these include “having high self-confidence (Long 1991, p. 184 in Larson Freeman), being curious (Ellis & Sinclair, 1985 in Willis 2001, p. 158), and being willing to take risks” (Ruben 1979 in Willis 2001, p. 156). Among these characteristics, motivation and attitude have also been recognized as important variables, which influence foreign language learning.

2.1 Related Empirical Studies on Learning Styles

As an interesting area for learning research, learning styles have attracted a huge number of researchers who have examined them from different angles. Researchers’ attempts to provide better understanding of effective language learning and learners have identified various learning styles reported by students or observed by researchers in different learning contexts. Therefore, this section provides a detailed review of some previous studies which have been conducted on learning styles in general including ESL and EFL learners’ learning styles in different contexts.
A study by Reid (1987) examining 90 students’ preferred types of learning styles who were joining a Chinese university in the USA revealed that the participants preferred kinesthetic and tactile learning styles while they did not prefer group learning style. Following Reid’s study, Melton (1990) carried out a study involving 331 students joining five schools in The People’s Republic of China (PRC). Findings showed that multiple learning styles including kinesthetic, tactile, and individual learning styles were the students’ preferred learning styles. In a survey distributed to 147 adult L2 immigrants in the US, Rossi-Le (1995) obtained results which were consistent with Reid’s (1987) findings in the sense that the participants showed preference of kinesthetic and tactile learning styles as their major learning styles. Another study by Sharifah Azizah and Wan Zalina (1995) among the Malay students in a Malaysian tertiary institution displayed similar findings to the previous findings since individual learning style and kinesthetic and tactile learning styles were preferred by the students, and added to these, other styles such as visual and auditory styles were the participants’ preferences and group learning styles were found their least preferred learning styles.

Moreover, Similar findings indicating that kinesthetic, tactile, and group styles were perceived as the major learning style preferences for ESL learners were obtained by Rosniah Mustaffa (2007) (as cited in Ahmad, 2011) in her study carried out among Bachelor of Arts students in English language studies at Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia during eight months (two semesters). The study also revealed additional results concerning the participants’ visual, auditory, and incongruent styles as their minor learning styles. Other consistent results were those discussed by Riazi and Mansoorian (2008) who surveyed the preferred learning styles of (N=300) Iranian EFL students who were studying English at EFL institutes in different cities in Iran as it was found that the auditory, visual, tactile, and kinesthetic learning styles were preferred by students as the major styles and they chose the individual and group learning styles as their minor styles.

In contrast to the previously reviewed findings of previous studies on ESL and EFL learning style preferences, a few studies investigating the same research area in different contexts showed that some of the same previously reported preferred learning styles as previously discussed were selected as learners’ negative learning styles in such studies. One of these studies is the one by Adi Afzal Ahmad (2011) which aimed at identifying the learning style preferences of 252 low level students at a local tertiary institution. His findings showed that the students did not have any major or even minor learning style preference. All six learning styles were negative learning style preferences and among six learning styles, individual learning was the least preferred learning style. All previous studies previously presented almost focus on learning styles by exploring, identifying and examining them among learners who were not categorized into groups, but as learners who usually constituted one group in each study coming from. However, another body of previous research on learning styles has concentrated on this interesting area where each study tended to categorize the participating learners into two or more than two groups (based on their levels, majors or fields of study, etc) for the purpose of finding out the similarities and differences between such groups of learners in terms of their preferred learning styles. In a study by Tai (1999a), 209 traditional and nontraditional EFL students in junior colleges from five randomly selected schools in Taiwan were selected for comparing their learning styles according to Reid. The results showed that the most preferred learning style was auditory and group learning styles, while visual and individual learning styles were as their least preferred learning styles. Traditional students showed that they strongly agreed with visual and individual learning styles than nontraditional students.

2.2 Gender in Learning Style

Gender differences might be seen in student learning (Arbaugh, 2000). “Learning as a complicated skill is not just a matter of acquiring information, but also entails remembering and recollection and the application of acquired information to master and develop new skills” (Garland et al. 1998, p. 1). According to Lewis and Orton (2000, p. 47), a learning style is a “pattern of behavior that learners use for learning. Different learners have different learning styles”. Learner variables had influence on language learning styles. Among them gender was the most influential one that had a significant influence on participants’ language learning styles (Chang and Shen, 2005).

2.2.1 Studies on the Relationship between Gender and Learning Styles

Gender as an important factor in learning styles was a variable that has been evaluated by nearly all of the previous studies. Almost most of these studies examining learning styles between males and females have revealed the existence of significant differences in learning styles employed or utilized by the two different groups in different learning contexts. Dorsey and Pierson (1984) used Kolb’s Learning Style Inventory and found a major difference between male and female students learning style preferences. They studied 513 nontraditional students in Southwest Texas State University in the fall of 1982 and understood that the dominant learning ability for males was abstract conceptualization (AC) and for females was active experimentation (AE). Pettigrew and Zakrjesk (1984) indicated that male students preferred hands-on learning tasks, whereas female students preferred a well-organized presentation of course material.

In examining the gender impact on learning styles among 209 traditional and nontraditional EFL students in junior colleges from five randomly selected schools in Taiwan, Tai (1999a) found out that male and female traditional EFL junior college students differ in their preferred learning styles; besides the auditory style, female students preferred the kinesthetic style, while male students preferred group learning style. Generally, female nontraditional EFL junior college students preferred all learning styles more than male students. Dunn et al. (2001) declared that learning styles of students will be different according to their gender. Summarizing their findings, Honigsfeld and Dunn (2006, p. 3) stated, “globally speaking, in almost every study, the following results were revealed: Adult males and females had...
significantly different learning styles from each other. For example, female students in every nation were more auditory, motivated, persistent and responsible (conforming) than their male counterparts’.

The second largest group of such studies examining learning styles between males and females have revealed that the differences in learning styles employed or utilized by males and females in different learning contexts were not significant, but they were little or minor differences. According to Reid (1987), male students preferred tactile and visual learning styles more than females. Isemonger and Sheppard (2003) following Reid (1987) and they have used a translate version of PLSPQ for 710 Korean students at the Pusan University of Foreign Studies. Following Reid’s study, Melton in 1990 investigated 331 students’ learning style preferences at five schools in The People's Republic of China (PRC). one of the learning style variables was the students’ gender in this research. The results revealed that female students were much more auditory than male students. Also, male students preferred tactile (related to “hands on” activities, touching, drawing) and kinesthetic (doing activities, role playing) learning styles more than female students. The aforementioned studies indicated that gender, as a factor in learning styles is still a variable that should be included in the explanation of learning styles.

3. Methodology

3.1 Participants

The data for the present study were gathered from Marefat Iranian EFL high school students in Kuala Lumpur. The total number of respondents who participated in this study is 40 (20 female and 20 male). The learners were between 15-17 years old in different 3 levels of high school. Students in 1st level of high school in Iranian Educational system were 15 years old who studied English as a foreign language in fourth year of education. Students in 2nd level of high school were 16 years old who studied English as a foreign language in fifth year of education. In the 3rd level of high school students were 17 years old who studied English as a foreign language in sixth year of education.

3.2 Instruments

This study used interview to collect data. In this study, the structured interview was used to elicit in-depth information from the students. The interview questions were adapted from Wong (2010). These questions mainly asked about the most and least preferred learning styles. According to McDonough and McDonough (1997), while a semi-structured interview allowed for a greater flexibility, a structured interview is formalized and limited to set questions. In structured interview, the interviewer has a standard set of questions that are asked of all candidates. This structured interview questions were based on six Learning Styles. This will help the researcher to get information on learning style preferences of male and female students and the reasons for using these learning styles. The interview portion of the study involved asking forty participants (20 males and 20 females) a series of five questions (Appendix A). Structured interview was used because the researcher could get the answers of research question through these fixed questions (5 questions). The interviews were conducted in both languages; English and Persian language depending on the preferred language used by the learner. This was to ascertain that the questions asked from the researchers are understood by the learner.

3.3 Procedures

The researchers gave lucid instructions about the purpose of the study to the students. This was to ensure that the students were clear and familiar with the purpose of the learning style preference.

The interview was conducted to the forty students where the interview questions were asked from each student. They were inquired to answer the questions according to their experience in EFL learning. The researchers gave ample time to the students to answer the questions to elicit accurate answers from the students as getting specific answers from them. All the interview sessions were recorded because the researchers did not intend to miss any single word from the learners and to get as accurate responses as possible from them.

3.4 Data Analysis

The interviews were audio taped to record the learners’ responses and were transcribed in verbatim. This was done immediately to avoid missing any important points. Most importantly, the interview transcriptions were coded into two groups (Group 1: Female and Group 2: Male), number of question (question 1 till 5) and number of learner per group (learner 1 till learner 20). In analyzing the data, the transcription was scrutinized to make sense of the data.

4. Findings and Discussions

4.1 Learning Style Preferences of Female and Male Students

The overall results of data collected from the interview of the Iranian high school students’ responses are adequately long due to their limited language proficiency. They could not articulate their ideas well due to having insufficient vocabulary.

The results of the interview showed that most of the female students preferred auditory learning style. Female students with traditional belief prefer auditory learning style more than male students as there are some previous researches (Feingold 1992; Li 2006) which stated that female students had better listening ability and higher verbal capability. The result of this study concurs with the study conducted by (Feingold 1992; Li 2006) and showed that most of the female participants selected auditory learning as their major learning style. This implicates that the learning style preference matches with the traditional Iranian English teaching methods. Moreover, there are several other studies that
acknowledge female use auditory learning style for learning English (Melton 1990; Thomas et al., 2001; Tai 1999; Honigsfeld & Dunn 2006).

Kinesthetic leaning was the most preferred learning style of the male students because of their willingness to do more activities and to be violent and courageous. The finding was consistent with the research result of (Melton 1990; Honigsfeld and Dunn 2003). Moreover, other studies have investigated gender and learning style. They found that male preferred kinesthetic learning style (Alsafi 2010; Mulalic, Shah, & Ahmad 2009). From the female student’s interview responses (examples: extract 1, 2, and 3), female students declared that they were more auditory and also from the male student’s interview responses (examples: extract 4, 5, and 6), male students stated that they were more kinesthetic.

4.1.1 Female Students

Extract 1

G1Q2L10 Auditory learning style is the perfect way in my English learning. (Line 43)

Extract 2

G1Q2L11 I prefer most auditory learning style. (Line 44)

Extract 3

G1Q2L15 I prefer to learn by listening. (Line 48)

4.1.2 Male Students

Extract 4

G2Q2L3I learn best by participate actively in activities. (Line 34)

Extract 5

G2Q2L10 I prefer kinesthetic learning style. (Line 41)

Extract 6

G2Q2L13 kinesthetic learning style is useful and helps me to learn better. (Line 44)

Most of the male students did not like to use tactile learning style. Male students use this learning style as their least preferred because of the traditional English teaching methods. The result about tactile learning style was consistent with Alsafi’s (2010) findings. From the female students’ interview responses (examples: extract 7, 8, and 9), the female students stated that their least preferred style is kinesthetic and also from the male students’ interview responses (examples: extract 10, 11, and 12), male students declared that their least preferred style is tactile learning style.

4.1.2 Female Students

Extract 7

G1Q4L4 I do not like to learn by participating in activities. (Line 93)

Extract 8

G1Q4L11 I do not prefer to learn English by kinesthetic learning style. (Line 100)

Extract 9

G1Q4L13 I do not like to learn by role-playing in the classroom. (Line 102)

4.1.3 Male Students

Extract 10

G2Q4L7I do not like to use writing and drawing for language learning. (Line 84)

Extract 11

G2Q4L8I do not prefer tactile learning style. (Line 85)

Extract 12

G2Q4L17 I do not like to have hand-on experiences with materials. (Line 94)

4.2 The Reasons for Utilizing the Most Preferred and Least Preferred Learning Style of Female and Male Students

Below are the responses given by the male and female students to research question 3 (the third and fifth question) in the interview. Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 explained the reasons for the most preferred learning style of female and male students.

4.2.1 Auditory Learning Style (Female)

Most of the female students from Marefat Iranian EFL high school preferred auditory style in learning English. The finding was consistent with Thomas et al., (2001) finding. From the female student’s interview responses (extract 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21). There were seven students who admitted that they preferred using more auditory style in acquiring English because with this method they can memorize and learn the English language better than the other methods. “Listening is important and they can improve their English” Two of those students said.
The students’ responses can be seen as follows:

Extract 13
G1Q3L1 Because I think 90% of the learning occurs through this method that is better than the other kinds of learning styles. (Line 55-57)

Extract 14
G1Q3L4 Listening skill is very important. I want to have more listening practice because I want to improve my English. (Line 61-62)

Extract 15
G1Q3L6 This learning helps me to memorize the language better. (Line 64)

Extract 16
G1Q3L10 I can learn language better through this learning style. (Line 69)

Extract 17
G1Q3L11 when I listen too much, I can memorize and learn English language easily and with repetition it will stand more in my mind. (Line 70-71)

Extract 18
G1Q3L12 we have many opportunities to practice listening in our classes. Our teachers usually use English language to teach English and they don’t use Persian. I can learn the English language better with this method. (Line 72-75)

Extract 19
G1Q3L14 Listening is important skill in learning English as a Foreign language for this reason I try to improve my listening. (Line 77-78)

Extract 20
G1Q3L15 Because when I listen to English language, I can learn and memorize the language better. (Line 79-80)

Extract 21
G1Q3L17 Because when I listen to my teacher or any person, I can learn better. (Line 82-83)

4.2.2 Kinesthetic Learning Style (Male)

Most of the male students preferred kinesthetic style in learning English. This result was consistent with Mulalic, Shah, and Ahmad (2009) result. There were four students who stated that they were more kinesthetic because they liked to be active in class. Three of them said they are able to learn more and becomes better with the language. The other two students had different reasons. They mentioned the kinesthetic style can help them in having more concentration and motivation for learning. From the male students’ interview responses (extract 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, and 30). The students’ responses can be seen as follows:

Extract 22
G2Q3L2 Role-play activities help me to learn the language better. (Line 54)

Extract 23
G2Q3L3 I can learn better by active participation in activities. (Line 55)

Extract 24
G2Q3L6 With this method I can keep the language better in my mind (Line 58)

Extract 25
G2Q3L7 with this style I am forced to respond to the activities, in class. When I am active, I can learn language very well. (Line 59-61)

Extract 26
G2Q3L10 Because it is motivating and leads me to learn more. (Line 65)

Extract 27
G2Q3L13 Because I can learn better. (Line 68)

Extract 28
G2Q3L16 Participating in various activities, I can learn English better. That’s why I think it’s most useful way of learning English. (Line 71-7)

Extract 29
G2Q3L17 I can have more concentration on English learning. (Line 73)

G2Q3L18 Because with this style, I can learn better. (Line 74)

Section 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 explained the reasons of least preferred learning style of female and male students.

4.2.3 Kinesthetic Learning Style (Female)

Most of the female students did not prefer kinesthetic learning style. The result was consistent with the finding of a previous study (Melton 1990). Four of them asserted that they were least kinesthetic because they do not like to be active or move around in the class. “This method is not useful” two of them explained. One of these students had a different opinion, she claimed it is not possible to learn and understand English with this style. From the female student’s interview responses (extract 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, and 37).

The students declared that they were least kinesthetic and their responses can be seen as follows:

Extract 31
G1Q5L2 This learning style is not useful for me because I forget subjects with this method immediately. (Line 112-113)

Extract 32
G1Q5L4 I do not like kinesthetic learning style because I feel uncomfortable to move around in the class. (Line 116-117)

Extract 33
G1Q5L11 Because I cannot see the reason for moving around in the classroom. (Line 124)

Extract 34
G1Q3L13 Because I cannot learn or understand in this way. (Line 126)

Extract 35
G1Q5L14 I cannot use this style for learning English. It is not useful in my learning. (Line 127-128)

Extract 36
G1Q5L16 I do not like to be active in English class. (Line 130)

Extract 37
G1Q5L17 I do not like to move around in the classroom. (Line 131)

4.2.4 Tactile Learning Style (Male)

Most of the male students did not like to use tactile learning style. The finding was consistent with Alsafi’s (2010) finding. These seven students stated they least preferred least tactile learning style because they could not learn with this method. Not being necessary, not useful and having no effects on learning were the reasons to support their views. From the male students’ interview responses (extract 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, and 44). The students’ reasons are as follows:

Extract 38
G2Q5L7 I cannot learn with this method. (Line 107)

Extract 39
G2Q5L8 This method has a little effect on my learning. (Line 108)

Extract 40
G2Q5L9 Because I cannot study English with this style. (Line 109)

Extract 41
G2Q5L10 I think this style is not necessary for learning English. (Line 110)

Extract 42
G2Q5L16 Because I think it’s not useful for learning. (Line 118)

Extract 43
G2Q5L17 I cannot learn in this way. (Line 119)

Extract 44
G2Q5L20 It does not have any effect in my learning. (Line 122)

5. Conclusion and Pedagogical Implications

This study concluded that the learning style preferences of Iranian students were different according to their gender. Most of the female students preferred auditory learning style, while the favorite or most preferred learning style of the most male students were kinesthetic. The least preferred learning style of the female students was kinesthetic, whereas the male students chose tactile learning style as their least preferred. This has a significant impact on pedagogy where
the teachers must understand why some students have particular learning style preferences and these preferences may be different between the male and female students. Therefore, gender difference should be taken into account when teaching foreign languages.

This study yields information on the differences between the learning style preferences of male and female students which is positive for classroom applications. The results of this study can be used in other studies on learning styles for growing body of literature. Particularly, the findings improve our understanding of learning style preferences of the EFL high school students. “ Inventories of learning style can be used to help make students aware of their own preferences and strengths” (Claxton and Murrell 1987: vi). Furthermore, knowing how learning process can be achieved by different styles is important in developing and improving learning of students (Vaseghi et al. 2012). It is generally recognized that classroom activities and instruction methods should be given by teachers that challenge their students. Consequently, understanding their students’ learning style preferences and knowing the differences between gender learning style preferences could be useful for teachers. This study would not only help improve the learning process among students but also help to improve teachers’ teaching style in EFL English language classrooms.
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APPENDIX A

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Female:                    Male

Structured Interview Questions

Questions

1. To what extent are you familiar with these perceptual learning styles: visual, auditory, kinesthetic, tactile, individual and group learning?

2. Which learning style do you prefer, mostly?

3. Why do you prefer this learning style mostly?

4. Which learning style do you prefer least?

5. Why do you prefer this learning style least?